A novel peak alignment algorithm using a distance and spectrum correlation optimization (DISCO) method has been developed for two-dimensional gas chromatography time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS)-based metabolomics. This algorithm uses the output of the instrument control software, ChromaTOF, as its input data. It detects and merges multiple peak entries of the same metabolite into one peak entry in each input peak list. After a z-score transformation of metabolite retention times, DISCO selects landmark peaks from all samples based on both two-dimensional retention times and mass spectrum similarity of fragment ions measured by Pearson's correlation coefficient. A local linear fitting method is employed in the original two-dimensional retention time space to correct retention time shifts. A progressive retention time map searching method is used to align metabolite peaks in all samples together based on optimization of the Euclidean distance and mass spectrum similarity. The effectiveness of the DISCO algorithm is demonstrated using data sets acquired under different experiment conditions and a spiked-in experiment.
A novel peak alignment algorithm using a distance and spectrum correlation optimization (DISCO) method has been developed for two-dimensional gas chromatography time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS)-based metabolomics. This algorithm uses the output of the instrument control software, ChromaTOF, as its input data. It detects and merges multiple peak entries of the same metabolite into one peak entry in each input peak list. After a z-score transformation of metabolite retention times, DISCO selects landmark peaks from all samples based on both two-dimensional retention times and mass spectrum similarity of fragment ions measured by Pearson's correlation coefficient. A local linear fitting method is employed in the original two-dimensional retention time space to correct retention time shifts. A progressive retention time map searching method is used to align metabolite peaks in all samples together based on optimization of the Euclidean distance and mass spectrum similarity. The effectiveness of the DISCO algorithm is demonstrated using data sets acquired under different experiment conditions and a spiked-in experiment.
Metabolomics is the systematic analysis of the metabolome, which is a complete set of small-molecule metabolites in a biological system. Such analyses include the study of metabolites' dynamics, composition, interactions, and responses to interventions or to changes in the biological environment. Even though significant progress in metabolomics has been made in the past decade due to advances in the high-throughput enabling technologies such as mass spectrometry, the number of types of metabolites present in a metabolome and their relative concentrations still remain largely unknown.
1 A comprehensive and individual characterization of all the metabolites is a very challenging task. 2 The metabolites present in a metabolome must be separated first to simplify the complexity of the metabolite composition. Currently, gas chromatography (GC), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and capillary electrophoresis (CE) are widely used as separation methods. Due to the large number and low concentration of many intracellular metabolites and the changes in their concentrations with environment and cell history, it is impossible to analyze the intracellular metabolite profile in one run using a single chromatographic or electrophoretic technique. 3 Multidimensional separation techniques therefore are a more practical choice for metabolomics analysis in order to separate as many metabolites as possible. 4, 5 An emerging technology, comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS), brings much increased signal-to-noise ratio, dynamic range, separation capacity, chemical selectivity, and sensitivity to metabolomics analyses. 6, 7 GC×GC/TOF-MS has recently gained considerable attention in metabolomics analysis, in particular for many complex samples, such as metabolites in plants, [8] [9] [10] [11] and the other metabolite samples. [23] [24] [25] It is very common that multiple samples are analyzed in a metabolomics study, such as for metabolite biomarker discovery experiments. After analyzing these samples using GC×GC/TOF-MS, it is necessary to recognize molecular features of the same metabolite occurring in different samples from each of the raw instrument data. Ideally, the same metabolite should have the identical retention time in the twodimensional GC if the instrument configuration is the same. However, this is not true due to experimental variations. Metabolite retention times may shift in both GC dimensions as a result of several, sometimes uncontrollable, factors such as temperature and pressure fluctuations, matrix effects on samples, and stationary phase degradation. Retention time shifts introduce difficulty in the data processing for metabolomics analyses. Therefore, the retention time variation must be adjusted, that is, aligned, before applying statistical data mining methods.
Metabolite peak alignment can be achieved using two approaches. One is to use raw instrument data as input data to adjust the retention times of each raw data to a common retention time scale. The other approach is that the peak lists of all biological samples are used as input data for alignment. To enable the second approach, the raw instrument data are first subjected for spectrum deconvolution to generate a list of metabolite peaks for each sample, of which each metabolite peak is characterized by multiple molecular features including retention times in the twodimensional GC, peak area, fragment spectrum, and other associated features. The choice of the alignment approach depends on the strategy of the downstream data analysis. Alignment methods using the first approach require comparing the aligned raw signals to find molecular expression differences between samples, while methods using the second approach lead to statistical multivariate data analysis.
Currently, few studies addressed alignment issue for the twodimensional GC separations using the raw instrument data as input data. Fraga et al. developed a rank-based algorithm using the generalized rank annihilation method (GRAM) to correct retention time variations in the two-dimensional GC. 26, 27 Mispelaar et al. developed a correlation-optimized shifting-based algorithm to align a local region of a GC×GC chromatogram. 28 These two methods can only be used to align small regions of interest in the twodimensional GC data set. To correct the entire chromatogram in both GC dimensions, Pierce et al. proposed an indexing scheme together with a piecewise retention time alignment algorithm.
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Zhang et al. developed a two-dimensional correlation optimized warping (2-D COW) method by extending the correlation optimized warping method from 1-D to 2-D. 30, 31 However, these methods align the GC×GC/TOF-MS data based on two-dimensional retention times alone, even though the signature feature of a metabolite, that is, mass spectrum of fragment ions, is readily available in the raw instrument data. Aligning metabolite peaks solely based on the two-dimensional retention times may introduce a high rate of false alignment because some metabolites with similar chemical functional groups have similar retention times in both GC dimensions. For this reason, we developed MSort software which employs two-dimensional retention times and the mass spectrum of metabolite fragment ions for metabolite alignment. 32 This method greatly reduced the rate of false alignment compared to existing alignment approaches. However, MSort software uses a user-defined retention time window with a fixed size in the two retention time dimensions. The size of the retention time window affects the reliability and efficiency of the software, and the algorithm is not able to handle nonlinear retention time distortion. Another limitation of the MSort algorithm is that it uses a lot of computer memory, which severely limits its application to large-scale metabolomics study. Meanwhile, Msort software aligns different samples based on a fixed retention time variation window, which makes it impossible to align experimental data acquired under different experimental conditions, such as different temperature gradients.
To overcome the limitations of current alignment algorithms, this paper reports a novel distance and spectrum correlation optimization (DISCO) alignment algorithm for GC×GC/TOF-MSbased metabolomics. The DISCO algorithm is based on the following assumption: there is a set of metabolite peaks, termed as landmark peaks, present in each biological sample. The retention time shifts of these landmark peaks in each sample should closely reflect the retention time shifts of all other metabolite peaks in the same sample. DISCO first selects landmark peaks using the Euclidean distances of two-dimensional retention times and mass spectrum correlation of two corresponding metabolite peaks. Then, it corrects retention time shifts using a local partial linear fitting method to handle nonlinear retention time distortion. Finally, DISCO aligns the metabolite peaks of all samples using a progressive retention time map searching method. The performance of DISCO is demonstrated using experimental data. This proposed algorithm has been implemented into a software package using MATLAB R2008b.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Mixture of Standard Compounds. A mixture of 76 compounds (8270 MegaMix, Restek Corp., Bellefonte, PA) and C 7 -C 40 saturated n-alkanes (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO) were spiked with a deuterated six-component semivolatiles internal standard (ISTD) mixture (Restek Corp., Bellefonte, PA) at a concentration of 2.5 µg/mL prior to GC×GC/TOF-MS analysis. v/v) and vortexed for 15 s. After sitting at -20°C for 30 min, the mixture was centrifuged with 16 000g at 4°C for 15 min. Supernatants from the mixture were collected and evaporated to dryness with a SpeedVac and then redissolved in 100 µL of pyridine. Fifty microliters of the metabolite extract was treated with 100 µL of 50 mg/mL ethoxyamine hydrochloride pyridine solution for 30 min at 60°C. Subsequently, the extracts were derivatized with 100 µL of MTBSTFA for 1 h at 60°C. The derivatized sample was spiked with ISTD mixture at a concentration of 2.5 µg/mL right before the GC×GC/TOF-MS analysis. GC×GC/TOF-MS Analysis. All GC×GC/TOF-MS analyses were performed on a LECO Pegasus 4D time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) with a Gerstel MPS2 autosampler. The Pegasus 4D GC×GC/TOF-MS instrument was equipped with an Agilent 7890 gas chromatograph featuring a LECO two-stage cryogenic modulator and secondary oven. A 30 m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 µm film thickness, Rxi-5 ms GC capillary column (Restek Corp., Bellefonte, PA) was used as the primary column for the GC×GC/TOF-MS analysis. A second GC column of 1.2 m × 0.10 mm i.d. × 0.10 µm film thickness, BPX-50 (SGE Incorporated, Austin, TX) was placed inside the secondary GC oven after the thermal modulator. The helium carrier gas flow rate was set to 1.0 mL/min at a corrected constant flow via pressure ramps. A 1 µL liquid sample was injected into the linear using the splitless mode with the injection port temperature set at 260°C. The primary column temperature was programmed with an initial temperature of 60°C for 0.5 min and then ramped at a variable temperature gradient to 315°C. The secondary column temperature program was set to an initial temperature of 65°C for 0.5 min and then also ramped at the same temperature gradient employed in the first column to 320°C accordingly. The thermal modulator was set to +20°C relative to the primary oven, and a modulation time of 5 s was used. The MS mass range was 10-750 m/z with an acquisition rate of 150 spectra per second. The ion source chamber was set at 230°C with the MS transfer line temperature set to 260°C, and the detector voltage was 1800 V with an electron energy of 70 eV.
The mixture of standard compounds was analyzed using three different temperature gradients (i.e., 5, 7, and 10°C/min). The spiked-in experiment was operated using a temperature gradient of 7°C/min.
Raw Data Reduction. The LECO ChromaTOF software version 3.41 equipped with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) MS database (NIST MS Search 2.0, NIST/ EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Library; NIST 2002) was used for instrument control, spectrum deconvolution, and metabolite identification. We used the manufacturer recommended parameters for ChromaTOF to reduce the raw instrument data to a metabolite peak list. These parameters are baseline offset ) 0.5, smoothing ) Auto, peak width in the first dimension ) 6 s, peak width in the second dimension ) 0.1 s, signal-to-noise ratio ) 100.0, match required to combine peaks ) 500, RT shift ) 0.08 s, minimum similarity match ) 600. The peak true spectrum was also exported as part of the information for each peak in absolute format of intensity values.
THEORETICAL BASIS
DISCO uses the peak list generated by the LECO ChromaTOF software as its input data. It employs a sequential two-stage The methodology under these two stages is the same, that is, aligning the samples based on a landmark peak list. In this work, the landmark peaks are a set of metabolite peaks that are present in every sample processed during the primary alignment. The only difference is that the primary alignment selects a certain number of samples from the sample pool and constructs the so-called landmark peak table and aligns all of these selected samples, while the on-the-fly alignment aligns the rest of the samples in the sample pool one-by-one based on the landmark peak table. The purpose of the two-stage alignment design is to avoid the limitation of computer memory. During the primary alignment, the data of all selected samples are uploaded into the computer memory for landmark peak detection and alignment. After the primary alignment, only the information of landmark peaks and the aligned peak table of the selected samples are kept in the computer memory while all other intermediate information is deleted. Then the on-the-fly alignment process starts if there are unprocessed data files in the sample pool. During the on-the-fly alignment, DISCO only uploads one sample data at a time into computer memory and aligns it with the existing alignment table generated during the process of primary alignment. The alignment table is updated, and the intermediate data of the current sample are discarded. Then, DISCO uploads the next unprocessed data file. This process is repeated until all sample files in the sample pool are processed.
It is possible that the primary alignment can fulfill the peak alignment task if the size of data files and the intermediate files does not reach the hardware limitation. That is to say, if the size of the samples to be aligned is not very large (determined based on the limitation of the computer system, i.e., most 32-bit computers limit the virtual memory available to 2 GB, while for 64-bit computers, the limitation is based on the amount of memory available on the computer), only primary alignment is employed. Otherwise, DISCO will first randomly select a certain number of samples or use the samples selected by the user for the primary alignment and then process the remaining samples using on-thefly alignment. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the DISCO software.
Peak Entries Merging. Ideally, all instrument signals generated by one type of metabolite should be reported as a single peak in the output file of ChromaTOF software, that is, one peak entry in the metabolite peak list. However, multiple peak entries of the same metabolite can be reported due to the abnormal metabolite peak shape and/or the high sensitivity of the peak detection algorithm. In order to minimize data variations to be introduced into the downstream statistical analysis, it is necessary to detect all metabolites with multiple peak entries and merge all peak entries of the same metabolite as one entry in each peak list.
Multiple entries of the same metabolite can be recognized using combined information based on the mass spectrum similarity and the metabolite's retention time in the first dimension GC. For a given GC×GC system, the metabolites from the first GC column are trapped for a fixed modulation time (∆) before they are released into the second GC column. Therefore, the retention time of the metabolite peaks in the first dimension GC increases in a fixed interval ∆. The DISCO algorithm considers that all peak entries with the mass spectrum similarity gR 0 and retention time difference e∆ are originated from the same type of metabolite, where R 0 is a predefined threshold value of the correlation coefficient between two mass spectra of two metabolites. These multiple peak entries are then merged into one representative peak entry. The fragment ion mass spectrum of the representative peak is calculated by the sum of all the mass spectra of the member peaks, that is, the multiple peak entries, according to the m/z value of each fragment ion. It is well-known that peak tailing in GC can be caused by column contamination, too low of a split ratio, solvent-phase polarity mismatch, and so on. For this reason, the values of the first dimension retention time and the second dimension retention time of the representative peak entry are determined by the peak-areaweighted average values that are calculated as follows:
where A p n denotes peak area of the representative peak, A p i is peak area of the ith multiple entry to be merged, k is the index number of multiple peak entries to be merged, RT p n denotes retention time of the representative peak, and RT p i is the retention time of the ith multiple entry to be merged. Here, the retention time is either the first dimension retention time or the second dimension retention time.
ChromaTOF uses the peak area of the quantitation (quant) mass to represent the abundance of a metabolite. Quant mass refers to a fragment ion that was generated solely by one type of metabolite of multiple coeluting metabolites. Due to the complexity of the metabolome, it is possible that two or more metabolites are not well-separated and the overlapped portion of these metabolites will enter the mass spectrometer together for electron ionization and subsequent fragmentation. In this case, ChromaTOF may select different fragment ions as the quant mass for each of the multiple peak entries even though all of these entries actually originated from the same type of metabolite. If this happens, DISCO selects the quant mass of a peak entry with the maximum peak area as the quant mass of the representative peak. The peak areas of other quant masses used in the remaining peak entries are converted accordingly based on the relative abundances of these fragment ions in the mass spectrum.
Landmark Peak Discovery. DISCO selects landmark peaks using Euclidean distance of the two-dimensional retention times and mass spectrum correlation of two corresponding metabolite peaks. It should be noted that the value of the retention time in the first dimension GC is typically much larger than the retention time in the second dimension GC because of the instrument setup. This imbalance between the two-dimensional retention times weighs the contribution of the first dimension retention time much more than the second dimension retention time in the Euclidean distance. To balance the contribution of the two-dimensional retention times, the retention time values in both the first and the second dimension GC are transformed into z-scores as follows:
where RT 1z is the z-score value after transformation, RT 1 is the original value of the first dimension retention time, RT 1µ is the mean value of the original first dimension retention times within a peak list, and RT 1σ is the standard deviation of the original first dimension retention times. Accordingly, the symbols in the second dimension retention time have similar meanings. After standardizing the two-dimensional retention times into z-score values, DISCO aligns GC×GC/TOF-MS data based on a list of landmark peaks found in all peak lists during the primary alignment. The retention times of the landmark peaks are used as reference markers of the retention times in the two GC dimensions to enable effective and accurate alignment. Landmark peak discovery is accomplished by an optimization process which searches peaks using two criteria simultaneously: one is the Euclidean distance of two metabolites in the two-dimensional retention time space after z-score transformation; the other is fragment ion mass spectrum similarity.
For a set of samples S(s 1 ,s 2 , ..., s N ), DISCO randomly selects one of them as reference sample s R and aligns the remaining samples S ) {s i } (i ) 1, ..., N -1) to the level of s R based on a set of landmark peaks. The method of selecting the reference sample does not affect the results of identifying landmark peaks because of the definition of landmark peaks. The following section describes the optimization procedure of the landmark peaks discovery:
(1) Assigning all peaks P R (p r1 ,p r2 , ..., p rk ) in the reference sample s R as potential landmark peaks P L (p l1 ,p l2 , ..., p lk ), where k is the number of landmark peaks. R 0 ′ is a predefined threshold value of the correlation coefficient between two fragment ion mass spectra of two metabolites from different samples. A variable t used to trace the analyzed samples is initialized as t ) 2.
(2) Selecting a sample randomly as the target sample s T from the set of remaining samples S, then S ) {s i } (i ) 1, ..., N -t).
(3) Selecting the first peak from the landmark peaks P L as the working landmark peak p l .
(4) Calculating the Euclidean distances between peak p l and all peaks in the target sample s T to get a set of distances D ) {d lj } (j ) 1, ... J), where J is the number of metabolite peaks in s T . Sort D in an ascending order to obtain a sorted distance set D′.
(5) Selecting the smallest distance in the sorted distance set D′ as the current distance d c , the corresponding metabolite peak in the target sample s T associated with d c is considered as the current peak p c . Hereafter, the correlation coefficient R (p c ,p l ) between fragment ion mass spectra of peak p c and peak p l is calculated using Pearson's correlation method, which assumes that a linear function best describes the relationship of fragment ion mass spectra between two metabolite peaks p c and p l .
where I c and I l are the fragment ion peak intensities of the same m/z value in the two fragment ion spectra, n is the number of data points in the spectra, that is, the number of the m/z values.
(6) If R(p c ,p l ) g R 0 ′, peak p c is considered as a corresponding landmark peak of the target sample s T for the landmark peak p l of the reference sample s R and the entire sorted distance set D′ is deleted. Otherwise, the current distance value d c in the sorted distance set D′ is deleted, and DISCO goes to step 5 until a corresponding landmark peak is identified. In case of no match for peak p l in target sample s T , the working landmark peak p l will be removed from the landmark peak set P L .
(7) Going to step 3 to select the next unprocessed peak in the landmark peaks P L as p l and run steps 4-6 until all the peaks in P L are selected.
(8) Going to step 2, t ) t + 1 and run steps 3-7 until the remaining samples S is empty or half of the computer memory is occupied.
After this analysis, all peaks in the landmark peak list P L have corresponding landmark peaks in all samples involved in this process.
Removal of Potential False-Positives from the Landmark Peak List. The accuracy of determining landmark peaks is critical to the success of the DISCO algorithm. It is likely that the initial landmark peak list P L may contain false-positive landmark peaks. In order to detect and remove these false-positives, we expect that the same two-dimensional GC column configurations were used during the experiments. The same two-dimensional GC column configurations ensure that the elution order of landmark peaks in different samples is the same, even though the elution order of two metabolites with similar retention times may vary under different experiment conditions. The DISCO algorithm employs the metabolite elution order to detect and remove potential false-positive landmark peaks by requiring that all landmark peaks should have the same elution order in both the first and the second GC columns across all samples, respectively. Each target sample s T and the reference sample s R can form a sample pair (s R ,s T ). In each sample pair (s R ,s T ), a landmark peak p lr in the reference sample s R has a corresponding landmark peak p lt in the target samples T . These two landmark peaks can form a landmark peak pair (p lr ,p lt ). Therefore, k landmark peak pairs can be formed between the target sample s T and the reference sample s R , where k is the number of landmark peaks.
On the basis of the value of the retention time of each landmark peak, DISCO first ranks the elution order of all landmark peaks in the reference sample s R and the target sample s T , respectively. It then calculates the absolute value of rank-order difference of each landmark peak pair. The landmark peaks in a landmark peak pair with the maximum rank-order difference are considered as potential false-positive landmark peaks and are removed from the two landmark peak lists. If there are more than one and the landmark peak pairs have the same maximum rank-order difference, the DISCO algorithm removes the one with the maximum retention time difference. If their retention time differences are also the same, all of them are removed. This process is repeated until the maximum rank-order difference is zero.
An example of removing false-positive landmark peaks from a sample pair with 10 original potential landmark peak pairs is shown in Figure 2 . After calculating the rank-order of all landmark peaks in the reference sample s R and the target sample s T , the landmark peak pair highlighted in blue has the largest rank-order difference of 3. The two landmark peaks in this landmark peak pair are removed (step 1). The rank-order of the remaining landmark peaks in the reference sample and the target sample is evaluated again. The two landmark peak pairs with a rank-order difference of 2 have the largest retention time difference. The two peaks that formed the blue landmark peak pair are then removed from the landmark peak lists (step 2). This process is repeated in step 3 to remove the two landmark peaks whose landmark peak pair has a rank-order difference of 1. After this process, the maximum rank-order difference of all landmark peak pairs is zero, and we consider that these remaining landmark peaks are the true landmark peaks.
It is possible that some true-positive landmark peaks may be removed during this elution order filtering process, especially in the second dimension GC retention time domain. However, the accuracy of landmark peaks is much more important because the retention times of all metabolites in each sample will be adjusted based on the retention times of the landmark peaks. In metabolomics studies, there are many metabolites present in each of the biological samples even though the relative abundance of these metabolites may vary from sample to sample because of biological variations and changes in biological environment. The number of landmark peaks is usually quite large, which is actually computationally expensive for the downstream analysis. Removing some of the true-positive landmark peaks will not affect the accuracy of alignment.
Retention Time Correction.
On the basis of the retention times of the landmark peaks, the DISCO algorithm corrects the two-dimensional retention time shifts of all metabolite peaks present in each peak list using a two-step approach. It first assigns the values of the retention time of a landmark peak in the reference sample to the retention time of all corresponding landmark peaks in the remaining samples. It then uses a local partial linear fitting function to interpolate the retention time of nonlandmark peaks located between two landmark peaks in each retention time dimension. Because multiple landmark peaks can be detected in a set of experimental data, adjusting retention time shifts using two adjacent landmark peaks is capable of correcting nonlinear retention time shifts. This process works as follows: Figure 2 . Sample process of detecting and removing potential falsepositive landmark peaks from the initial landmark peak list. DISCO first ranks the elution order of all landmark peaks in the reference sample and the target sample. It then calculates the absolute value of rank-order difference of each landmark peak pair. The landmark peaks in a landmark peak pair with the maximum rank-order difference are considered as potential false-positive landmark peaks and removed from the two landmark peak lists. This process is repeated until all landmark peak pairs have zero rank-order difference. For a sample pair (s R ,s T ), where s R is the reference sample and s T is the target sample, its landmark peak pair list is (P R ,P T ), where P R ) (p R1 ,p R2 , ..., p Rk ), P T ) (p T1 ,p T2 , ..., p Tk ), and k is the number of landmark peaks. We denote retention times of all peaks, that is, landmark peaks and nonlandmark peaks, in the reference sample as RT R ) (rt R1 ,rt R2 , ..., rt RA ), while retention times of all peaks in the target sample as RT T ) (rt T1 ,rt T2 , ..., rt TB ). The DISCO algorithm first partitions the RT T and RT R into k + 1 segments based on the landmark peaks list Then DISCO stretches or compresses each retention time segment rt TSi in RT T into the section of its corresponding segment rt RSi in RT R based on the corresponding landmark peaks in s R and s T and corrects the value of two-dimensional retention times of all peaks in the segment using a linear fitting method: 
The DISCO algorithm first assigns the values of the retention times of the landmark peaks in the reference sample to the retention time of all corresponding landmark peaks in the target sample. A local partial linear fitting function is then employed to interpolate the retention time of nonlandmark peaks located between two landmark peaks, as shown in Figure 3 . For nonlandmark peaks prior to the first landmark and after the last landmark peak, DISCO applies a linear fitting method to adjust their retention time based on the closest landmark peak.
Peak Alignment. After correcting the retention time shifts of all peaks in every sample, DISCO aligns metabolite peaks in all samples into a single peak table. This table is constructed based on the landmark peaks using a progressive retention time map searching methodology described as follows:
(1) Selecting a reference sample s R from sample set S(s 1 ,s 2 , ..., s N ) and denoting the remaining samples as S ) {s i } (i ) 1, ..., N -1).
(2) The corresponding peak list of the reference sample is defined as the reference (5) For each nonlandmark peak in SchTbl m , DISCO designates the patch where the nonlandmark peak is located as the first searching area and the contiguous patches as the secondary searching areas; DISCO searches the matching peak from all peaks of RefTbl in the first searching area by optimizing the balance between the Euclidean distance and the fragment ion mass spectrum correlation described in the landmark peak discovery process. If a matching peak is not found, the algorithm searches the matching peak in the secondary searching area. If there is no matching peak in the secondary searching area, the nonlandmark peak will be added into RefTbl as a new reference peak; otherwise, DISCO aligns this nonlandmark peak to the matching peak in RefTbl, and the reference values in RefTbl are updated as follows for searching the next peak table SchTbl m+1 :
where A R is the peak area of matching peak in RefTbl, A s is the peak area of the nonlandmark peak in SchTbl k , RT R1 and RT R2 are the first and second dimension retention time of the matching peak in RefTbl, respectively, RT S1 and RT S2 are the first and second dimension retention time of the nonlandmark peak in SchTbl m , respectively, and RT R1 ′ and RT R2 ′ are peak-area-weighted first and second dimension retention time of the aligned peak, respectively. Accordingly, S R , S S , and S R ′ are fragment ion mass spectra of the matching peak in RefTbl, the nonlandmark peak in SchTbl m , and the aligned new reference peak, respectively. . Schematic of progressive retention time map searching to align a nonlandmark peak in a target sample to another nonlandmark peaks in the reference sample. DISCO searches the matching peak from all peaks of reference sample in the first searching area by optimizing the balance between the Euclidean distance and the mass spectrum correlation. If a matching peak is not found, the algorithm searches the matching peak in the secondary searching area. If there is no matching peak in the secondary searching area, the nonlandmark peak will be considered as a new reference peak; otherwise, this nonlandmark peak is aligned to the matching peak in reference sample.
(6) Updating m ) m + 1 and going to step 3. The peak alignment is completed when m ) N -1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In large-scale metabolomics, tens or even hundreds of biological samples are analyzed in one study to obtain more statistically sound conclusions. A high-throughput instrument like GC×GC/ TOF-MS can generate a significant amount of experimental data in a relatively short period of time. The raw instrumental data of a GC×GC/TOF-MS experiment can easily reach 1 GB for a 40 min analysis of a biological sample, such as human plasma extract. Using raw instrument data for alignment is a time-consuming process and causes a significant computer memory challenge. For this reason, we used the instrument control software ChromaTOF to process each raw data file for metabolite identification and peak picking. The output of the ChromaTOF software is a list of metabolite peaks detected in each sample, in which each metabolite peak is characterized by a series of features including retention times in the two-dimensional GC, peak area, and the mass spectrum containing peaks (m/z values and ion intensities).
We tested the performance of DISCO by aligning three data sets, which are replicate analyses of the same sample using an identical two-dimensional GC configuration with different column temperature gradients, for example, 5, 7, and 10°C/min. To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm more objectively, the experiments ramped at different temperature gradients have been repeated different times, that is, 10 replicate analyses for 5°C/min, 3 replicate analyses for 7°C/min, and 4 replicate analyses for 10°C/min. We denote each experimental result as S a b , where a refers to the temperature gradient, and b is the experimental run. For example, S 5 1 denotes the first run in 5°C/min temperature gradient.
Peak Entry Merging. As a preprocessing task to peak alignment, peak entry merging is very important for its influence on the quality of the downstream multivariate analysis. Multiple peak entries of the same metabolite can be recognized using the combined information based on the spectrum similarity between metabolites and the metabolite retention time in the first dimension GC. The DISCO algorithm automatically detects the value of the modulation time ∆ in each peak list using the minimum nonzero retention time gap among all peaks in the peak list. It then considers all peak entries with the spectrum similarity gR 0 (a predefined threshold value of the spectrum correlation coefficient) and retention time difference e∆ were originated from the same type of metabolite and merges these multiple entries into one representative peak entry.
During the process of peak merging and landmark peak discovery, the values of threshold R 0 are important to the decision whether the metabolite peaks under consideration are generated by the same type of metabolite. In order to find an optimal threshold value R 0 , we manually picked all mass spectra of the standard compounds from all 17 experiments and calculated Pearson's correlation coefficients between every mass spectrum pair. In this process, correlation values of 770 995 mass spectrum pairs were generated and then the relation between true-positive rate (TPR) and false-positive rate (FPR) were studied at different correlation threshold. Here, the "positive" means that a pair of mass spectra is from the same compound and the "negative" denotes a pair of mass spectra is from two different standard compounds. During TPR and FPR calculation, a mass spectrum pair is classified as positive if their correlation value is higher than the threshold; otherwise, it is classified as negative. Let TP be the number of true-positives, that is, spectrum pairs classified to be positive pairs that actually are from the same standard compound, and let FP be the number of false-positives, that is, spectrum pairs classified to be positive pairs are in fact from different standard compounds. In addition, let TN be the number of truenegatives, and FN the number of false-negatives. Then TPR and FPR for a given threshold can be computed as follows:
Because Pearson's coefficient has the interval of [-1, 1], we changed the threshold value from -1 to 1 and calculated the values of TPR and FPR. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can be obtained, as shown in Figure 5 , by varying the threshold of the correlation coefficient. Every point on the ROC curve has a corresponding threshold value. Ideally, the fragment ions of the same type of standard compound should have the identical mass spectrum, and therefore, the Pearson's correlation coefficient should be 1.0. If a higher threshold R 0 is selected, higher matching accuracy of merging peaks and landmark peaks can be guaranteed. However, this is not true because of various experimental variations contributing to the resulting mass spectrum, which makes that mass spectra originated from the same type of compound not identical anymore. An extremely high value of R 0 can cause significant false-negatives during peak merging and landmark peaks discovery, and therefore, this induces less number of landmark peaks and potentially poor accuracy in retention time correction. In this work, we set the threshold of correlation value R 0 as 0.90, which results in TPR ) 0.959 and FPR ) 0.038. Figure 6a shows the performance of peak entry merging in sample S 5 1 . There were 224 metabolite peak entries in the original peak list generated by the ChromaTOF software. After peak entry merging, the number of peaks was reduced to 195. During this peak entry merging process, DISCO first found ∆ ) 4.99 s from the peak list. The modulation time defined during experiments was 5 s. In order to take this time difference into account, DISCO increased the detected value of ∆ to a factor of 1.1 times so that ∆ ) 5.49 s. Figure 6b is a subset of Figure   Figure 5 . Receiver operation characteristic (ROC) curve. TPR is true-positive rate, and FPR is false-positive rate. Each point on the ROC curve has a corresponding threshold value. Therefore, the threshold of spectrum similarity can be decided by the expected TPR and FPR. 6a highlighted by a circle. There are four peaks (i.e., peaks 1, 2, 3 and 4) in the original peak list highlighted in blue. The retention times of these four peaks in the two-dimensional GC are (329.75, 0.937), (409.69, 0.950), (414.69, 0.891), and (414.69, 0.96) (all values in seconds), respectively. Due to the fact that the difference of the first dimension retention time between peaks 1 and 2 is larger than ∆, these two peaks were not merged. However, the difference of the first dimension retention time between peaks 2 and 3 is smaller than ∆, and the spectrum correlation coefficient is larger than 0.90, so peaks 2 and 3 were treated as multiple peak entries generated from the same metabolite. A similar decision was made by DISCO for peaks 3 and 4. After identifying all peak entries generated by the same metabolite, these peak entries were merged and a representative peak 2′ colored in red was generated and inserted into the peak list as a substitute peak of the identified multiple peak entries (i.e., peaks 2, 3, and 4). Table 2 shows the number of molecules in each sample after peak entry merging, from which we can find about 10% of peaks in the peak lists were merged. It should be noted that we did not identify all molecules in our sample due to experimental variations, sample concentration, and limited accuracy of metabolite identification software.
Performance of z-Score Transformation. As described before, the original values of the retention times should be converted into a z-score transformation space to balance the contribution of the two-dimensional retention times to the Euclidean distance. As a data normalization method, z-score transformation can also reduce interexperiment variations induced by factors such as differences of the instrumental parameter settings and experiment-to-experiment variations.
To demonstrate the performance of the DISCO algorithm in analyzing experimental data acquired under different experiment conditions, we intentionally varied the temperature gradient from 5, 7, to 10°C/min. Figure 7a shows the distribution of metabolite peaks in the two-dimensional retention time space. We set the maximum column temperature in the first and the second GC column to 315 and 320°C, respectively. Therefore, the different temperature gradients result in a different retention time scale for the elution of all compounds from the two-dimensional GC columns. A large temperature gradient induces a small retention time scale. For the data sets acquired under the temperature gradient of 5°C/min, all compounds eluted from the first dimension GC column in 3000 s. For the temperature gradients of 7 and 10°C/min, the same set of compounds eluted from the first dimension GC column in 2500 and 2000 s, respectively. There is no significant difference among the second dimension retention time within the three data sets acquired under the three different temperature gradients. After a z-score transformation, the scales of the two-dimensional retention times are similar between the three temperature gradients (Figure 7b) , that is, -1.8 to +2.5 in the first dimension and -2.1 to +5.0 in the second dimension. Therefore, using the z-score transformed retention time values for the calculation of Euclidean distance guarantees the contribution of the first and the second dimension retention times are almost equally weighted.
Landmark Peak Discovery. Landmark peak discovery is a key step in the DISCO algorithm because retention time shifts of every peak are corrected based on the retention times of all landmark peaks. After landmark peak selection, the two-dimensional retention times of all peaks in all samples are corrected to the same scale so that they can be compared directly to each other was not merged with other peaks, while peaks 2, 3, and 4 are merged and a representative peak 2′ is generated as a substitute of these three peak entries. A peak-area-weighted method was used to determine the retention times of the representative peak 2′ in the twodimensional retention time space. for the downstream statistical analysis such as pattern recognition or statistical significance tests. To enable such an analysis process, a reference sample should be chosen as a standard to which the remaining samples can be aligned.
The DISCO algorithm randomly selects a reference sample from the sample pool. By the definition of landmark peaks, the method of selecting a reference sample should not affect the final results of landmark peak detection. In practice, it is required that a quality assessment (QA) process such as the Kolmgorov-Smirnov test 33 should be applied to the peak lists of all samples to detect the outlier samples that may have few peaks detected or have a peak distribution significantly different from that of the samples acquired from the same biological cohort. This QA process will make sure that the samples subjected to alignment contain limited technical or biological variations. Therefore, the peak list of each sample contains metabolites that are also detected, if not all, in the other samples. Any of these samples can be selected as a reference sample. In this work, sample S 5 1 was selected as the reference sample and the rest of the samples therefore are considered as target samples.
For the landmark peak detection and alignment, the user can set another threshold of spectrum similarity R 0 ′ to determine whether the two mass spectra acquired in different samples were generated by the same type of metabolites. The value of R 0 ′ is usually set to a value smaller than R 0 because the spectrum variation across experiments is larger than that within an experiment. In this work, we set R 0 ′ to 0.90 for the analysis of mixture of standard compounds. S Figure 8 demonstrates the performance of the DISCO algorithm in discovering landmark peaks from experimental data acquired under different experimental conditions. The retention times of the corresponding landmark peaks in different samples shift in the same direction, and the shift is roughly proportional to the value of the retention time. Even though the retention time shifts caused by different experimental conditions are very large (i.e., over 1000 s in the first GC dimension and over 1 s in the second GC dimension retention time),the corresponding peaks generated by the same metabolite can still be detected by the DISCO algorithm.
Fifty landmark peaks were detected from the 17 peak lists; among them, 6 were from alkanes, 42 from the 76 standard compounds, and 2 from ISTD. After removing false-positives, 34 landmark peaks were used for the retention time correction. These landmark peaks cover 98.3% of the retention time space in the first dimension GC and 93.5% in the second dimension GC. The large percentage of retention time space coverage demonstrates the rationality of landmark peaks selection and insures the reliability for retention time correction and peak alignment.
Retention Time Correction. On the basis of landmark peaks, the DISCO algorithm corrects retention time shifts based on the distribution of landmark peaks in the reference sample and the target samples. If a peak is in the landmark peak list, its twodimensional retention times in the target samples are corrected to the same values of the corresponding landmark peak in the reference sample. Otherwise, its retention times are corrected along with stretching or compression, also known as warping, in the two retention time dimensions using a local linear fitting algorithm.
To enable retention time correction of nonlandmark peaks, DISCO segments the entire two-dimensional retention time space into many small adjoining sections in each sample based on the distribution of landmark peaks. For each section in a target sample, DISCO corrects the retention time of all peaks located in this section using a linear interpolation function in the two retention time dimensions based on the retention times of the two adjacent landmark peaks. The distributions of retention times of each sample before and after correction are shown in Figure   (33 Analysis of Spiked-in Experiment Data. Furthermore, we evaluated the performance of DISCO by analyzing real biological samples in a spiked-in experiment, that is, MTBSTFA derivatized metabolites extracted from rat plasma with spiked-in ISTD compounds were analyzed five times on a GC×GC/TOF-MS platform. After processing the instrumental data using ChromaTOF, five peak lists were generated. Each of them consisted of 759, 733, 695, 727, and 661 peak entries.
One of the ISTD spiked-in compounds, 1,4-dichlorobenzened 4 , was found in only one experimental data after ChromaTOF analysis, while the other five compounds were identified in all of the five experiments. We evaluated the performance of DISCO based on the aligned results of the remaining five compounds presented in all of the five peak lists generated by ChromaTOF, where the parameter setting of ChromaTOF is the same as the analysis of the mixture of the standard compounds.
The five peak lists were first aligned using the default spectrum similarity setting for peak merging (i.e., R 0 ′ ) 0.90). One of the five compounds, acenaphthene-d 10 , was aligned into two groups. One group consisted of spiked-in samples 1, 2, and 3, and the other group consists of spiked-in samples 4 and 5. The other four compounds were perfectly aligned in all samples. When the value of R 0 ′ was set to 0.85, all of the five compounds were correctly aligned together in all of the five samples. This means that the threshold of mass spectrum similarity R 0 ′ ) 0.90 was too large to align all corresponding peaks acquired in different experiments because the variations of mass spectra between experiments are larger than the mass spectrum variations within an experiment. We manually compared the mass spectra of the compound acenaphthene-d 10 from the five samples and its spectrum recorded in the NIST database (Figure 10 ). The spectrum similarity between the NIST standard spectrum and spectra obtained in our spiked-in experiments fluctuated from 0.916 to 0.965. However, the spectrum pairs among our five experiments have poor similarity, as shown in Table 3 . The spectrum similarity between the injection 1 and the injection 5 is only 0.865. This explains why our DISCO correctly aligned acenaphthene-d 10 compound in all of the five spiked-in experiments when the threshold of spectrum similarity was set to R 0 ′ ) 0.85 but failed when the value of R 0 ′ was set to 0.90. DISCO set the default threshold R 0 ) 0.90 for peak merging based on the ROC calculation of the 17 experiments of 117 standard compounds. However, this default correlation threshold is higher for R 0 ′, which is the threshold used for peak alignment across different experiments, especially for the analyses of biological samples. With the increase of sample complexity in the biological samples, the chance of peak overlapping is increased and, therefore, more variability is introduced into the metabolite mass spectrum during spectrum deconvolution. In this sense, the threshold of spectrum correlation R 0 ′ should be set to a lower value based on the sample complexity. However, significantly lowering the threshold of spectrum correlation diminishes the contribution of mass spectrum similarity to the alignment and increases the chance of false alignment. We tested the alignment performance of DISCO in analysis of the spiked-in experimental data under different values of R 0 and R 0 ′ and found that DISCO can correctly align all of the five ISTD compounds when R 0 was set to 0.90 and R 0 ′ ranged from 0.50 to 0.85. Meanwhile, compound 1,4-dichlorobenzene-d 4 was not aligned to any other metabolites in the samples. This, on the other hand, indicates the high specificity of DISCO. However, false-negative alignment appears in the ISTD compounds when the value of R 0 ′ is smaller than 0.50. For example, phenathrene-d 10 cannot be aligned in all of the five samples when R 0 ′ ) 0.45. This observation indicates that using the two-dimensional retention times as the only input information for metabolite alignment can cause a high rate of false alignment for GC×GC/TOF-MS platform based metabolomics. The combination of the metabolite two-dimensional retention times and mass spectrum similarity can provide high accuracy of alignment, and it is not necessary to set a high threshold of mass spectrum similarity. For this reason, we suggest that the threshold of mass spectrum similarity should be adjusted to 0.80 for biological samples. In our DISCO software, this threshold can be changed by the user.
CONCLUSIONS
A new peak alignment algorithm named DISCO is proposed to align the GC×GC/TOF-MS data for metabolomics. The DISCO algorithm uses the output of the instrument control software, ChromaTOF, as its input data. It first detects and merges multiple peak entries of the same metabolite into one peak. After z-score transformation of the metabolite retention times, DISCO selects landmark peaks from a certain number of samples based on both two-dimensional retention times and the mass spectrum similarity measured by Pearson's correlation coefficient. Then the original twodimensional retention time space is split into many sections using the landmark peaks for the correction of retention time shifts using a local linear fitting function in each retention time dimension. A progressive retention time map searching method is used to align metabolite peaks in all samples together based on the optimization of Euclidean distance and mass spectrum similarity.
DISCO reduces the rate of false-positive alignment by employing the two-dimensional GC retention times and fragment ion spectrum correlation. Another advantage of DISCO compared to all other warping algorithms is that it partitions each retention time section automatically based on the landmark peaks. The section parameters such as section length and maximum warping are not required. This can avoid the problems caused by improper parameter selection and inconsistency among samples. Compared to our previous MSort algorithm, which uses spectrum similarity and a fixed retention time windows to align corresponding peaks in different samples, the Euclidean distance in z-score transformation space is used in DISCO for landmark peaks searching that can handle the retention time shift cased by different experimental conditions. Meanwhile, DISCO employs a local linear fitting method for retention time correction and peak alignment based on the landmark peaks, which enables DISCO to deal with the nonlinear distortion of retention time shift caused by experimental errors. DISCO also enables on-the-fly alignment to avoid the problem of consuming large computer memory, and therefore, it is able to process data generated from large-scale experiments.
We tested the performance of the DISCO algorithm by aligning metabolite peak lists of samples analyzed under different experiment conditions. A higher percentage of the landmark peaks coverage in the two-dimensional retention time space demonstrates the effectiveness of landmark peaks selection in DISCO and guarantees the reliability of peak retention time shift correction and peak alignment. Further, DISCO was evaluated by a spiked-in experiment. The results show that our algorithm can work well in alignment of metabolites from real biological samples. The excellent performance of the DISCO algorithm makes it possible to perform interlaboratory studies or to reanalyze historical data as long as the experimental data were acquired using identical two-dimensional GC configurations. With the rapid development of high-throughput instruments and the large number of metabolites to be discovered from biological samples, hundreds of biological samples can be analyzed in one experimental project with an increased volume of experimental data. As a critical step of data preprocessing, the alignment results achieved by DISCO can be used effectively for further analysis such as pattern recognition and statistical significance testing in metabolomics study.
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